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INTRGDOOTZOH

uith the development of microwave e uipnent the frequen-

cy range ever which dielectrics could be ctudied was extended

to the wavelength region between 0.10 em and 100.0 cia, or

frequencies between 2x10-* iic./sec. and 3xl02 iic./eec. The

two important techniques for obtaining date on the dielectric

properties of materials were (1) the resonant cavity method

and (2) the reflection method* The first method involved the

comparison of the resonant frequency of an empty cavity to

the resonant frequency of the cavity p; rtially or completely

filled with a dielectric. The other method consisted of the

reflection of electromagnetic waves from a dielectric or

conductor and the measurement of the attenuation experienced

by the reflected p .ve. In order to obt in a complete analysis

of a dielectric material, the loss terra, k" in the expression

for the complex dielectric constant k* - k» * ^k", has to be

known. It is directly proportional to the attenuation factor

«2 , Re the following equation shows,

in which
P2 is the phase factor of the waves in the dielectric

medium and Af is the wavelength in free space.

Of the two raethodE mentioned only the reflection method

gives data for the loss term, is the aia of the work was

(1) to derive a nore suitable expression for the attenuation

factor and (2) to investigate the effect of lucre- sed concen-



tration or dip.. Irr solute oath© c&lcul&ted value of the dipole

moment and the relaxation tlMfr the reflection method was

employed. The relaxation time is defined as the time in which

the induce^ polarisation decreases to 1/e of its original value.

Lebye (1) derived an ©auction for the polarization, P(w),

in terms of the index of re.r&ction n, Boltamann constant fc,

the absolute temperature T, ^ voguoro's number H
Q

» the electric

dipole moment^*., the relaxation time t, the molecular weight

of the solute m
o , and the density of the eoiute per unit

volume of solvent g»

n
2 - 1 n it u,

(W ) - —r Si * SJL

n" 2 g 9kT (1

£hla equation has been used in the calculation of the dipole

moment of gases, liquids in the vapour state and dilute so-

lutions of polar compounds in a nonpolar solvent. Generally,

in the pest the dipole moment determined from dilute solutions

ha;> been obtained by extrapolation to infinitely dilute so-

lution of the plot of the polarisation versus the mole fraction

of solute. It has been noticed that the calculated values of

the dipole moment decreases me the concentration of the so-

lution wat> increaseu. study wae made of this observation,

usin
,
aimethylaminoazooenEene, acetonitrile , tetrahydrofuran

and tetrahydropyran, e:ch in a oenzene solution, a nonpolar

solvent.



In the treatment of the theory the following symbols will

be employed, the subscript (1) referring to air e-s the medium

end (2) referring to a dielectric in the waveguide.

_ electric field intensity

H magnetic field intensity

k^k'-^k" complex dielectric constant

k" loss part of the dielectric constant

-<

r^ amplitude of the reflected E~vvave

MtMjL amplitude of the incident L-wave

amplitude of the incident H-wave

A
il

jt m i jniitiw» characteristic impedance of the waveguide
B
il

){»** J A propagation foetor

Ax
wavelength in uhe air-filled v.ave uido

Ap wavelength in the dielectric-filled waveguide

A
c

wavelength in free space

% nu...oer of molecules of solute pes unit volur.e
of solvent

u> angular frequency

From the work of Ijebye (1), dealing with the dielectric

behavior of materials, and. from the equations concerning

electromagnetic waves traveling in two adjoining iaedi« t derived

by Von Hippel (2), the working equations needed in the calcu-

lation of the dipole moment ^ and the relaxation time t, were

obtained.



olutions to the electromagnetic wave equations

2, . - ft
(1) 7 e>* y

(2) V a - 6>- -jp

C8ii be written in the form

(3) S
x
(x) - •>t

(A
11

e-tx -
ri

e«,
x

)

A

• * - W

Xhe ratio of the amplitudes, A
±l

end /
rl , defines the re-

flection coefficient

A
C5) r

Q
- e~2 * - rl

, where f f if

The terxinatins impedance in sedium 1 of the waveguide at the

interface of the two seals , x » 0, is defiaed as

MO) T 1 rfl
_± , coth(P jf).(6) .,(0) -

I

The first minimum in the air-filled waveguide occurs at

a distance x
Q

frois the interface. At tbis point the incident

end reflected waves are 180° out of phase. It has been shown



by Von iiippel O), that

(?)
U- — cos J

x
)

where Ax is the width of the minimum to the double po^er

points, It follows then from (6) and (7), that

( ) HO)
J
9 - .: t

f t

£ - jtan^Xj

1 - j tenp,x
1 o

ihe terminating impedance, .(0), written in terse of the pa-

rameter in medium 2, will be

(SO HO)

•here Z
g

is the characteristic impedance in medium 2, end d is

the length of the medium 2. In a rectangular waveguide

equals 4^ Combining (S) and (9) produces

(10)
tanh(lfg + jfl E - jtan^

1
x

(

(«2
+ 3^ - 31 tan^x )

by trigonometric expansion

tanh(^ •
« Jtanfl

1 + jtanh*^.: tan^d

/issurdng negligible attenuation in medium 1 allows t e ap-

proximation » ifo Ihen by cross-multiplying equation (10)



one obtains

(11) oPx (l - 4£ tea|>i*^Xtanked + ;jtaa(*
2d)

-

(£ - otan/>
1
x )(w

2 4f2)(l + Otanhi^d tan^d),

Equating real and imaginary terras respectively and solving for

tanhic
2
d in each case, from ttm real part one obtains

«. P fi
^tan^d

Pi P P ~ K
2

tEn^2d tGn
^l

3C
o

and from the ima inary part

U3) tanhv
2G

- —p i LU2 Li L£ DL°_.
^ ~ <X . an

2
<i - ^ .anft2& tan/0^

:he attenuation factor remains the only unknown quantity,

since the phase factors, ^ and are determined from A2
and d; x

Q
and tx t in the expression for may be measured

directly. ither one of tae two equations can be solved for

the attenuation factor by successive approximations* As it

turns out, only (13) may be solved consistently with success

for or2
to obtain proper values. &ith the values of d used,

equation (12) gives incorrect values of tanh«
2
d greater han

one, due to inaccuracy in measuring tanfl^ and tan/^d, v,hlch

are only of minor importance in (13). Examples of this are

the extreme cases for tanned, for which tan/^d goes to

infinity or ero.

, tanfLd —# eo , results in



(12a)

(13a)

tanhoc^d * —

cince genersliy *2 . using representative numerical

values, one obtains

* 1 and (15a) tanned « -***3-*l,
.26 c 2.6

uase II, tan^d « 0, results in

(12b, tann*pd - & -£s£» >i
X
K tan ^ .14

end (13b)

tanhof
2
d « S !-£_2_ £ "-b < 1

As tan(y) varies froa cero to infinity, &l. y varies from

zero to 1.571 t any error in the variables and />2
d re suite

in an equal or greater error in the v^lue of tanj9^x and

tan/?
2
d. Because of the way in which the terr.s in (12) are

arranged, the Various products of the terms are usually of the

same order of aagnitude, causing *
2

to depend on the accuracy

of all the quantities. By contract equation (13) usually re-

duces to an expression relatively independent of tanftx and

tan£
2
d. Only in the range of values tanP2d

* 1, will equation



(12) produce values for the attenuation factor in agreement

with those obtained from equation (13) • equation (12) should

be ignored, because of the uncerteinties in its usefulness end

its depenuence on the type of data, and one should concern

himself only with equation (13) • Iventhough no explicit re-

strictions nee. to ue placed on the value of d, r.hen (15) is

used, for various sets and types of data, which depend on the

dielectric uncer investigation, certain values of d are more

suitable end convenient for calculations than others. This one

has to determine froa the data on hand as one goes along in

the study of various compounds.

Expressions for k 1 » e*/e end k" » e"/e in tenae of

the \acveguide parameters can be obtained from equations (3)

and (4) and the boundary conditions for rectangular wave-

guides, ihe ffi&gnetic field must be parallel to the walls of

the waveguide and the tangential electric field must be zero.

Xhe propagation factor in free space can be written as

£ - XeV)**.
i^roa these stated conditi ns the following expression can be

worked out,

where a and b are the width and the height respectively of the

waveguide cross-section. Ihe integers, sa
B

and n^, denote the
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mode of propagation, indicating th* number of half wave

lengths alon& '^he respectiua aida of the waveguide wall.

£or wave motion to exist within the waveguide, the propa-

gation factor must be com. lex or imaginary, requiring that

r —

i

e>* La b J

Xhis implies a minimum allowable frequency, the cut-off

frequency, for waves to be propagated in any particular wave-

guide. As the relative permeability is nearly unity for non-

ma,jietic medio, one obt ins for the cut-off frequency, ft

fc(e»)* - --^ - f<-^-)
2

+ (-^-} 2 *.

AQ i 2a 2b J

Making use of the wave velocity, v » f
f^f

» (e /^)"^» the

expression of the complex dielectric constant in terms of the

waveguide parameters equals

(15) — s v* = ^^
%1

/t 3

real and imaginary parts equal

( 17 ) k" •»
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Lebye (1) derived the following equation for the polari-

zation at high frequencies

- 1 n2 - 1 m 4*K t£
or

(18) («*0 « » —5 +
k» 2 g 2 g 9*3 (1 jwr)

Crawford (4) solved this equation for the dipole moment,

obtaining

(19) J*-

2 — (H - P)(l q
2

)

(k
,<L

k* k"* - 2) 3k"
1 1 1 1 I » "A 1

I

(k» 2r k" (k» + 2r +

n2 - 1 I
= —w q s tj r

xT •¥ 2 R - P

ihus the relaxation time will be

(20)
(H - PW

A simpler expression for the relaxation tine can be obtained

directly from the original ^ebye equations (1), starting with

P kQ - n2 k - n2

(21) k» - —2 _ k« - —2 ^— x

k
Q 2

1
" n2 2

#

By combining the equations for k« and k" and eliminating X t



the expression for the relaxation tire is derived as

k"
2

ii
2

+ 2
(22) * - .

k» - n^ (k
Q

+ 2)^

This expression is preferred to equation (20), because the

various values are not as often repeated, thus diminishing the

propagation of error.
k t 2

If one assumes that —* * 1, then equations (21)
rr + 2

reduce to

k - n2 k - n2

(23) k» « n2 2 ~
k« » 2 —

.

1 + (wr 1 (wf)
£

when o*z -**o , k" « and k' - n2 . hen wc->0, k" - and

k* « k . For u»r» 1, the loss will become a maximum,
o

k
rt

- n2 k + n2
o . i ok

max * ~
rind

ax

By combining the equations (23), for k» and k", and elimi-

nating wr, the equation of a circle can be obtained with

radius equal to kj^ and the center on the axis of reals at

iCKax #

(24)

When the experimental values are plotted, frequently the curve

v.ill not be a semi-circle, but will have either less or more



curvature. Cole (5) lias propoaad an empirical

factor, (1 - k), which sppaa*r ft* an exponent In

k - n
n2 + 2— —£_

&hen the center of the arc ia below the horizontal axis, the

angle between the line joining the center of the arc and the

point (k* - n2 f 0) will be *r/2.

b'rom the original Debye equati ns, (21), a theoretical

expression for k.
Q
can be obtained by combining equations (21)

,

o
eliminating ut, and by dividing kM by (k» - n ). .Then the

static dielectric constant becomes

2k
(25) k« k* +

k* - n'-

apparatus

The major part of the equipment consisted of a microwave

circuit, oscilloscope and amplifiers, (see late I). The

aicroweve circuit included x-bend waveguide of cross-section

2,285 cm by 1.016 cm, suitable for the transmission of

electromagnetic waves over the frequency ran^e of 8,200 c./sec.

to 12,000 /.c./sec. The source of power wes a type 2K25

klystron, frequency modulated by a sawtooth waveform from a

sweep voltage of a 5>bl xektronix dual-beam oscilloscope. A

variable attenuator and a transmission cavity wavemeter sere



EXPLAHAflOir OF PLATE I

General Micro-eve Circuit

2X25 klystron

A Varieble attenuator

I Transmiseion cavity wave meter

I Isolator

B c Directional coupler

S * D .tending wave detector

C Dielectric sample cell

V Vernier caliber and plunger drive mechanise

s L Square-law 1&22 crystal detector

p J Pre-amplifler

A Amplifier

Oe Oscilloscope

D.C. R D.C. restorer circuit

The squtre-law 1N22 crystal cetector could be coupled

to either end of the directional coupler to observe the re-

flected or incident wave*
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connected in series with the klystron waveguide section. The

attenuator was usee to adjust the power output and to reduce

the efCect of the reflected wave on the klystron. The wave-

ujeter consisted of a cylinder with one movable wall, to which

a micrometer screw was connected* The wavemeter had been cali-

oreted by the Haticnal bureau of ftandards. -he operating

frequency of S>»>50 ^.c./sec. corresponded to a wevemeter

setting of 0.£0i> inches.

The isolator also helped to block out the reflected

signal preventing it from returning to the power-source and

interfering with the klystron performance • By means of the

directional coupler it was possible to observe either the re-

flected or incident wave. The output from the directional

coupler was 20 ab. oelow the transmitted signal level.

I'he standing wave aetector, Hewlett-Packard Jdodel 809S,

consisted of a slotted waveguide section into which an ad-

justable probe could be inserted, which fed the signal through

a square-law 1.^.2 crystal detector and amplifiers to the os-

cilloscope for observation. 'i'he overall amplification of the

signal by the amplifiers was approximately 10 .

ihe dieiec trie cell was sealed liquid tight at both ends,

so that it could be placed in a horizontal position. One end

was sealed off by a thin mica window, secured onto the wave-

guide flange with Fuller's adhesive, a milk-base liquid -lue.

This adhesive did not dissolve in benzene end could be washed

off the flange with water. Bt» adhesive dried to 8 thin file,
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thus causing no objectionable discontinuity when the cell was

couplec to the standing wave detector, ihe ieflon-adhesive

initially used proved unsatisfactory, as it eventually dis-

solved in benzene, requiring frequent replacement of the mica

window. Ihe other end of the cell was sealed by a 5/8 inch

cetal shaft sliding through an O-rln . To the metal rod a

waveguide shorting section was attached causing a second re-

flection of the electromagnetic waves, contributing to the

standing wave pattern. The other end of the shaft was con-

nected to a vernier caliber and a crive mechanism to indi-

cate the position of the short, (see I late II)

At first an inferior type -.,-ring was used, which swelled

up in benzene, bracing the motion of the plunger, Ac a free

motion of the plunger was essential for accurate settings, a

better type C-ring, Goschen GRC27-8 larger in size and re-

sistant to benzene, was obtained. It then became possible to

use the equipment several hours at a time without braking

action being introduced by the O-ring.

In order to fill the cell one had to hold it vertically,

pouring the solution in slowly, to prevent air bubbles from

remaining behind tx-apped in the liquid. It was impossible to

accomplish this with the cell already in a horizontal position

coupled to the standing wave detector.

A cylindrical capacitor to be used in the determination

of the dielectric constant at low frequencies was constructed

frora brass tubing. Ciuard ringa were placed at the ends of the



EHPLABATIOR OP PLACE III

C: pi cit: nee Bridge and Guard Circuits

C
c

Cylindrical teat capacitor

y Varitble brie ;e capacitor

; ub. Substitution method, for C
c

less than lGOO^uf,

dir. Direct nethod, for C
c

greater then lOOO^y&f*

in connecting the guard circuit with the
oepaeltazMM bridge

ouu disconnecting the guard circuit

G for balancing the guard circuit

B for b&lancing the bridge circuit

C for balancing the coupling circuit

?i wave filter

1 - I) Hull-detector
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inner electrode in order to eliminate fringe effects, rhe

respective radii were 1*08 cm and 0.7, cm and the length, of

the inner electrode 13.60 cm. The measuring circuit, (see

Plate III), included a ^enertl adio type 716-/. capacitance

orldge, a type 716-i 2 guard circuit, a null-detector, a type

1951-A wave filter and a type 1330-A bridge oscillator.

Because the capacitance of the cylindrical capacitor was only

31.0 + 0.5^y«.f, the substitution method had to be used. An

extensive system of grounding had to be arranged in order to

eliminate .0. pickup.

. n Abbe refractoneter was employed to measure the index

of refraction of the various solutions.

PROCEDURE

Readings for A^, A2 »
x were obtained with the

microwave circuit. The wavelength in each medium was de-

termined by locating the distance between successive no -es in

the respective waveguide sections. Ihe wave length in the air-

fliied part was found by shorting the slotted waveguide

section and locating the nodes along it at positions xn , which

v.ere expected to be nA^/2 cm from the electric short and oc-

curine cm apart. Because the zero point of the scale did

not coincide with the position of the short, the v. lues of xQ ,

the distance between the lntcr.Cace and the nth node, were

slightly less than nAj/2. A correction factor of 0.030 cm was

calculated and added to the reading© taken along the standing
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wave detector. The expression used in rinding the correction

factor could be written as

The integer n ran from four to seven, as those were the

v;ave detector.

The scale attachment to the plunger movement also re-

quired calibration. The empty sample cell was coupled to the

standing wave detector and the plunger set for zero reedin of

the vernier caliber. Then the nodes along the standing wave

detector were located at the positions x^. Ihe correction

iactor to be added to the plunger setting in order to find the

sample thickness was

v.ith x„ defined as above • ihe correction factor for the

sample len ;th w,s not a constant, because the cell was taken

apart periodically for cleaning and polishing. It would have

been advantageous to have been able to construct the cell and

the plunger movement, so that no correction factor would have

oeen required, as it would have decreaoeu the uncertainties

in the value of the sample thickness by about 0.G10 cm* The

uncertainties in the correction factor and the plunger setting

multiples of A/2 that could be located alon , the standing
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added to produce an error of about 0.01> era. in d.

After the cell was filled with about 50 ml of solution and

connected to whe rost of the microwave circuit, the vavelength

in the dielectric wss determined. Generally, the probe and the

crystel detector were coupled to the directional coupler to

pick up the signal from the reflected wave only. Thus any

pha e effect due to interaction between the incident and re-

flected waves would hove been omitted, providing more precise

readings for A2 » However, as it turned out, the soluti ns

caused high enough loss to decree e the height of the pulse on

the oscilloscope making it difficult to locate the nodes

accurately. The standing wave detector gave a pulse, v.hose

height varied from a minimum of 0.10 cm to a maximum of 5.^0 cm,

but when the detector was connected to the directional coupler,

the pulse height varied by not more than 0.20 cm over the same

range* by leaving the probe on the standing wave detector and

then changing the plunger position to succe sive node3 in the

cell, readings for were obtained, .he pulse on the oscillo-

scope varied enough in height as the plunger was moved a distance

of a quarter v.avelen th that it wan possible to pinpoint the

position of the nodes of the standing waves.

Ihe wavelength A
2
was determined for pure benzene having

first the square-law detector coupled to the directional

coupler and then to the standing wave detector. :he values for

the »vavelength by either method were identical, indicating that

either approach could be used for low loss solutions.
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After the wavelength in the dielectric had been determined,

the plunger was left at aoae arbitrary position and nodes r long

the slotted wave guide were located at x£. Ax was determined

by locating on either side of x£ points for which the signal

displayed on the oscilloscope was twice the ::.iaimuau It was

noteu that the pulse at a minimum varied in height froc 1.0 cm

to 0.1 am when d approached values of odd multiples and even

multiples of respectively. The pulse also showed vcri-

ation with loss in the dielectric medium, increasing with loss

when d approached even multiples and decreasing for odd multi-

ples of i**or very dilute and low loss solutions it was

difficult to determine ax accurately because the pulse »as very

low. vthen ohe vertical gain on the oscilloscope w s turned up,

high frequency noise pattern blanketed out the ocsired signal.

Of the two following equations, that one which produced

a positive value wa. used to determine x
Q , the distance from

the interface to the first minimum in medium 1.

^ x» + 0.03 - sJL i ZJ + 0.03 - fo^A
x or

n"
'

4 4

The dielectric constant of the solutions was determined at

400 cps. using a General Radio type ?16~A capacitance bridge

and a guard circuit, (see Plate III). The values for the

dielectric constant at 400 cps. were to be approximately equal

to k , the static dielectric constant. The ratio of the ca-

pacitances of the cylindrical capacitor filled with dielectric

and air, equaled the dielectric constant, rom equation (25)
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k
Q
was deterr;ined end when compared with the experimental

results showed a deviation of about one percent,

CAXiCUIiAi.XOIk

The general order of the calculation ic summarized for con-

venience, ihe phase factors sere determined fron their defi-

nitions jl
2

• 2r//l2
and ^ 2/r//|, . hen was les3 than 0»10,

it was determined from H JTAX/zl^* Otherwise, equation (7)

sin Z$£

[2 . coo2 J!^J
J_

"1 I

had to be used. The attenuation term w: s calculated from

equation (15)

tanl^d . -h-'^fco-K *"fed *«**l*o
.

^ - «2 ,

tan^d - f2tBnf1xQ tan£>d

Then ic' and kn were evaluated from (16)

k « - 2fU_ and (1?) k" - g£J r ,

where at an operating frequency of 9 t 3!>0 Mc./sec. and Af|^ 0.001

these equations became

0.09722 1.920

The number of molecules of solute per unit volume of solution,

mpt was determined from sx • BAg/m - where was Avogadro's
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number, m
Q

the molecular weight of the solute and s the mass in

grams of solute per unit volume of solvent, appearing in the

equation for p % equation (19)

(R - P)(l + q
2
),

v/here tif ? and Q were defined on page 10.

The relaxation tine t wao calculated from (22)

T
k"

2
*

XT 2

It* - n2 <ko * 2)w

The results for T varied by about 1,0,o from values determined

from equation (20), The value of k
Q

in equation (22) was found

ntner experimentally or was determined from (25).



Following is a table showing the pertinent data and the

results as obtained for the chemical compound dimethyl? ninoczo-

benzene used in solution with the nonpoler solvent benzene.

Table 1. Results of the electric dipole moment end the relax-
ation tiae»

Mole °C
fraction

-

«

o (X V*

cm
A /4V$ debye

£. ^-11'10 xx

sec.

.0059 22.6 2. 308 .012 .02j> 5.829 9.77 2.68 1.1

.0069 21.1
24.1 2.295

.015

.012
.026
.020

1.689
5.830

2.82
9.75

2.51
2.36

1.8
1.9

.0076 24.0
23.9

2.525
2.320

.012

.010
.020
.016

5.830
8.359

9.82
14.10

2.32
2.15

1.1
0.9

.0098 26.6
22.3

2.310
2.32S

.013

.008 .014
5.670
5.630

9.76
9.63

2.03
2.14

1.7
2.2

.0117 23.9
£-4 . 1
23.6

2.342
2.318
2.323

.017

. 14

.019

.029

.025

.032

1.689
5.830
5.829

2.86
9.60
v. I

2.29
1.95
2.29

1.1
1.7
2.1

.0136 24,0
23.6

2.5^7
2.334

.015

.016
.022
.028

5.829
5.829

9.85
9.85

1.98
2.00

1.1
1.3

.0193 22.5
19.

2.351
2.361

.021

.0213
.055
.043

5.850
5.670

9.90
10.00

1. : 1.4
1.4

,
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Table 2. Reoults of the dipole moment and the relaxation time.

traction !C " cm, cfa, debye sec.

iXetonitrilt.

.0178 27.4 2.438 .053 .100 2.568 4.11 5.35 11 •?
21.2 2.556 .0^3 .092 5.750 10.25 3.60 10.1
23.4 2.443 ,051 .067 6.350 11.04 3.20 10.2

.. etrahav rofuran

.0172 17.7 2.361
18.2 2.361
17.4 2.365
18.2 2.365

.O33o 24.8 2.395
25.2 2.391
24.8 2.593

.013 .022 3.540

.006 .010 7.622

.012 .021 8.180

.006 .011 8.755

.010 .018 6.864

.010 .016 9.809

.014 .023 10.379

6.02 2.20 4.1
12.97 2.21 1.9
13.94 2.26 3.7
14.92 2.22 1.9

11.78 1.64 3.9
16.98 1.76 2.5
17.82 1.62 3.6

'.eirahvarop.vrsn

.0086 21.3 2.306
20.9 2.308

.0148 22.9 2.334
28.1 2.330
2c.4 2.376
28.1 2.351

.003 .006 11.521

.05 .008 11.917

.009 .015 7.102

.016 .028* 7.198

.017 .029* 7.348

.007 .011 7.70

19.00 2.28 2.0
20.00 2.30 3.0

6.00 2.16 5.9
8.15 2.21 6.9
8.56 .17 5.1
9.06 2.14 2.o

• A possible error of about 0.02 in the value of Ax.
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^XPLANATIOS OF Pmfi V

i>ebye plot

k
c

- 2.567

k* - 2.334

k" « 0.0583

lot 2

k
Q

» 2.340

k*> - 2.268

k» - 2.230

k" * 0.03b0



x LATE V



Leoye plot

lot 1

k
c

- 2.439

k,© - 2.258

k« - 2,5bl

k" - 0.0306

-lot 2

k - 2.599

k^ - 2.244

k« - 2.53B

k" - 0.154



PLATE VI

acetonitrile

mole fraction .0178



DISCUSSION

Published values of the eleciric dipole moment have,

generally, been determined from data extrapolated to infinitely

dilute solutions. In these extrapolations the temperature has

either been kept constent or varied in large steps of 20°C or

so. Bnough datf; for dimethylaminoazobenzene were gathered to

be able to extrapolate the dipole moment to infinitely dilute

solutions, obtaining a vclue of 3.10 debye. Campbell (6) gives

a value of 3«22 0.15 debye, thus showing satisfactory agree-

ment*

The moment values for tetrahydrofuran and tetrahydrcpyran,

as calculated by equation (19) » did not agree with the published

valuer, 1,64 (7) and 1.70 (8) for tetrahydrofuran and 1.94 (7)

for teti*ahydropyran. As no error could be found in the data

nor in the calculations, some other explanation had to be found

to explain the difference in the results. The discrepancy can

be explained by assuming the presence of a positive solvent

effect. Generally, the observed dipole moment for a chemical

compound in solution is smaller than that for the vapour state

by a f.-ctor between 0.9 and 0.7» t times though, the opposite

is true. The increased value of the dipole moment for the

chemical in solution is explained as due to a positive solvent-

solute interaction. It is here assumed that as the concen-

tration increased, the dipols-dipole interaction appeared sad

gradually canceled the positive solvent effect decreasing the

Vi iue of jc. Al only a small amount of purified tetrahydrofuran
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was available, no other concentrations could be made. Date of

solutions at other concentrations will be needed in order to

air- a better understanding of the solvent effect. It might

prove fruitful to use also other solvents, as for example
.

dioxane, n-heptane and carbon tetrachloride, and note the

variation in k 1
, k% y*. sod r#

The calculated relaxation time for acetonitriie was about

four times as large as the value 2*8x10 sec. cited by Le

evre (S). He used carbon tetrachloride as the solvent and a

solution of mole traction 0.00485 compared to 0,0173 as used by

the author, -he calculated moments, 3.20 to 5.60 debye, com-

pared with the range of values 3.11 to 5.50 debye given by Le

Fevre (9). In order to explain the variation in t e two values

for the relaxation time, it is assumed that the type of solvent

used effected the value of the relaxation time. This as-

sumption seems valid in view of the fact that the moment values

have been found to vary t.ith the type of solvent.

Moat of the sets of calculated values of Z showed large

fluctuation, the greatest being exhibited by the values for

tetrahydrofuran. The values for dimethyls inoezobenzene

seemeu more consistent and shewed a slight increase with con-

centration. Ho published values of t for diaethylamincazoben-

sene could be found. Holland and £;myth (8) give a value of

—12
2.9x10 sec. measured at 5 Kc./sec. for tetrahydrofuran,

which agrees in order of laagnitude with the obtained values.

The fluctuations in the values of T could be traced back
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to corresponding variatins in «r>. he attenuation factor is

expected to be a constant of the medium ;vithin the waveguide,

independent of the sample length. However, it was observed that

the calculated attenuation factor varied with nA2A* The at-

tenuation assumeu large values, about 0.025, »hen evaluated

from data obtained for the ©ample length equal to an even

multiple of and small ones, about 0.013, when evaluated

at odd multiples of /W^* These values seemed to very with the

integer a, apparently tpproaching a constant value of attenu-

ation as n became large. Thus the relaxation time, directly

proportional to ic" and *
2

through the equations (22) and (17),

oscillated between extremes depending on the sample length.

The extent of the variations in p(2
and t vrried with the solute

and was not always of the same magnitude. Ihe variation of hx

appeared to be caused by uncertainties in AX, as explained on

pp 2*>* ..etrahyarofuran and tetrahyaropyran showed the largest

fluctuation, believed to be closely related to the loss in the

solution, iiventhough a large mole fraction of solute was used

in the solutions of te trahydrofuren ana tetrehj/v ropyran, which

should have produced a large pulse height, the pulse height at

a minimum, for d - X^^e^2 * WGS «trem*ly small, introducing

error in Ax end thus also in K^. . ome improvement coulu be

achieved by increasing the number of significant figures in the

readings of A, , /L, x
r

Ax.

Cole (b) has made a study of the dielectric constant as a

function of temperature. *he temperature coefficient of the
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dielectric constant is on the :average about 0,003 units per

degree. The values for the Cebye plots, plates V and VI, were

not temperature corrected, as the exact veriation of k* and k"

with temperature w\ r unknown* and as the corrections were at

most of the order of the uncertainties of the measurements of

fc* and k"« Ihe I»obye plots were accurate to within 2 end

could have been improved not only by decreasing the uncertain-

ties, out also by adding to the curves points for the v- lues

of k* and k" at nigher fr-equencies. By using only the minimum

number of three pointe to draw the curves, the chape of the

curves v;as approximate and might have turned out slightly

different if more points had been plotted, different micro-

wave equipment would htve to be set up in order to evaluate

k* and k" at higher frequencies.

ccursta plots < re useful in the study of dielectrics,

because a one to one correspondence exists between values of

k 1
, k" end the frequency* Cole (5) and Foley (10) have made

use of the Lebye plots in different ways. Cole drew curves

using values of k' and k" , which had been obtained by various

workers, showing that discrepancies existed between the sets

of the results, while the values by the same per .on were

consistent within themselves. Ihis shows the limitation in

the preciseneso of the plots. 3 oley studied the value of k 1

for nitrobenzene in the high frequency region of the Bebye

plot and noticed that the point of intersection, Ck^,0), of

the curve and the k' axis did not agree with the other points

in prescribins a circular arc. 3y Maxwell's relation oC n
2»
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k„ would have been 2.43, but from the construction of a smooth

2
arc a value of 4.07 wae dete mined. Phe inequality of n »

would effect the calculated values of ji and T% since the value

of xi~ was substituted for k^ in the respective equations per-

taining to /i and f. It can be seen from the vebye plots in

this particular ca e, (see plates V and VI), that k^ could not

p
have been much greater than a and therefore the approximation

2
k^ m n would have remained sufficiently accurate within one or

two percent.

*«ith a temperature bath built around the dieleetric cell,

an exact study of the dependence of k' , k" and fc* on the temper-

ature could be made and a more accurate determination of the

dependence of k*, k" and Ton the concentration of the solution

performed, lso one could calculate y*. f oia a plot of the polar-

isation, K*0i versus 1/T.

In order to be able to use successfully solutions cf high

concentration, one will have to find out whether or not the

increased loss causes unsyt&aetric » distorted standing waves,

^or low loss materials the location of a node wan well-defined,

but became more uncertain with the increase in loss* For more

concentrated solutions the value of Ax increased as it was

ceterained further away from the interface of the two media.

An increase in^x was also observed when re;: inga were taken

at intervals of about twenty minutes, this indicating an in-

crease in the loss, probably due to come heating effect.

Values of k' for tetrahydrofuran and mole fraction 0.0172
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were found to be lr.rge-r by 0,01 when compared to results Given

by Smyth (11) • This small discrepancy could eve been c:useu

by experimental error in tbe two compared values. therwise it

could be en indication, since k' is inversely proportional to

Ap* that the technique used in easuring A , was velid for very

low loss solutions only, but introduced slight ineccurecies in

the value of /U, for the more coneentrated solutions. The concen-

trations, at which the error in /(2
beeches appreciable, would

dev.ead upon the compound used. It was also not-d that the

pulse height at a node in the air-filled waveguide was greater

for a sample length of odd multiples of /W^- than for even

multiples. The observation that this hf d to occur in order to

keep *2 sufficient content gives no explanation as to the

cau^e of the variation in pulse height. That pfg did not remain

constant in tne work would indicate that the met eured value of

*x was either too small in the esse of d equal to odd multiples

of ApA or too large in the case of d equal to even multiples

of /2A.

These observations should all be investige ted more

thoroughly in order to determine to what extent they influence

the results pertaining to the cielectrics. One feels that the

recutita compare on the whole in accuracy with that attained by

other workers in .he microwave region of the frequency spectrum.
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At microwave frequencies the propagation factor provided

information for the determination of the complex dielectric

constant, k* « k* - which t,hen cculd be used to evaluate

the electric dipole moment jn % and the relaxation time T% of

polar compounds in solution. Special attention was given to

any possible dependence of the values of /• and r on the concen-

tration of the solutions. Diaathylaninof.sobenzene, cetonitrile,

tetrnhyurofuran end tetrahydropyran were dissolved in benzene

at various concentrations, and the variation in the dielectric

constant, the dipole moment and the relaxation time was studied,

the dielectric was retained in a liquid-tight waveguide,

which Mfl terminated by a shorting plunger, causing standing

waves to be set up in the air- and dielectric -filled wave-

guide sections. The propagation factor, f « K + j^, was de-

termined for the tv.o media, where p, the phase factor, was

evfluoted from the wavelength X according to P - ince

no suitable, explicit exprcscion for the attenuation

f;.ctor in the dielectric, existed an equation had to be worked

out, the result being,

which was solved for by successive cpproximatlons.

The dipole moment was determined from a modified expres-

sion of the polarization.
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, (yj) a K « M +

k* 2 g 2 g 9kT (1 J«r)

The relaxation time was calculated from the expression

kfr"2

Z - - »
k* - n^

n2 +2~)

(k 2)«JJ
'

The plot of k* versus k" produced either a somi-circle with

radius Qk
Q
- n2)/Ij and the center at j(k n2 )/2,*"o] or an

arc with the same end points on the horizontal k» axis, but

with the center of the curve below the k* axis. The results

for the complex dielectric constant ©ere fitted to the curve,

enabling one to establish reliability of the experimental values

of k*« She value of the dipolc moment was found to decrease

with the increase in concentration for each compound studied*

s seen f.-om the results obtained for diaethylaminoazobenzene,

the dipole moment approached a limiting value after an initial

large decrease. The relaxation tine showed a slight increase

in value with concentration, and seemed to depend upon the

solvent used,

he uncertainty in the dipole moment values was about 2%,

and was caused by lifting conditions of the measuring

equipment and temperature control.


